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CFTE partners with Uber for Q1 2021 
edition of Extrapreneurship Programme 

 
London, 23rd of November, 2020. Uber has partnered up with the Centre for Finance,              
Technology and Entrepreneurship (CFTE) for the next edition of CFTE’s          
Extrapreneurship programme. As part of the programme, professionals enrolled in it will            
be working for 8 weeks to resolve the problem statement Uber will present to them. 
 
CFTE has partnered with Uber for the next edition of CFTE’s Extrapreneurship programme.             
The Extrapreneurship Programme allows working professionals to experience the decisions,          
constraints and ways of working of fast-growing companies. With its intense 8-week            
part-time experiential learning methodology, participants have no requirement to leave their           
job while developing their entrepreneurial mindset and applying their knowledge in the            
context of technology companies and high growth startups. The programme has been created             
for those who want to think like entrepreneurs and work on high impact topics. 
 
Participants of the Q1 2021 edition of Extrapreneurship will be working on a case set by                
Uber, one of the largest platforms in the world present in 69 countries, and a pioneer in                 
mobility, delivery, freight and self-driving cars.  
 
The Extrapreneurship programme with Uber will revolve around digital payments – one of             
the fastest growing sectors in financial services – and will require the teams to work on                
go-to-market strategies, detailed implementation plans and product-market fit.  
 
The programme is open to those who want to “think like an entrepreneur” in a fast-growing                
sector. Pre-requisites include a foundational understanding of payment infrastructure.*         
Participants would also benefit from a general knowledge of the Fintech industry, as well as               
on the evolution of technology and business model of payments.  
 
Upon completion of the programme, learners will have certified that their knowledge has             
been applied in a fast-growing company, learned new agile work methodologies by using             
cloud-based tools and adjusted their mindset to be more entrepreneurial in their approach of              
business objectives execution. 

 
The CFTE Extrapreneurship programme first launched in 2018 and hundreds of participants            
have completed the editions led by Revolut, Onfido, Shift Technology and Neat. The next              
edition of the programme with Uber will launch in March, and applications for the              
programme will open in December. 
 
* Participants without the pre-requisite knowledge can start the programme earlier with            
courses (CFTE or other).  

https://cfte.education/extrapreneurship
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About CFTE:  
 
The Centre for Finance, Technology & Entrepreneurship (CFTE) is a global education            
platform that aims to equip financial professionals with the necessary skills to remain             
competitive in a rapidly changing industry. With offices in London, Singapore, Hong Kong             
and Abu Dhabi, CFTE partners with Fortune 500 companies to build their knowledge in              
Financial Technology, whilst simultaneously supporting their digital transformation process.         
In a tech world, we bet on people.  

 
 
Previous communications 
 

- CFTE Co-Founder Tram Anh Nguyen joins the Advisory Board of EDHEC 
- Huy Nguyen Trieu joins Mundi Ventures as a Venture Partner, strengthening           

CFTE’s positioning in the start-up ecosystem 
- Serial intrapreneur François Blanc teaches new Intrapreneurship course aimed         

at finance professionals with CFTE 
- CFTE co-founders named Singapore Fintech Festival Ambassadors 2020 
- Fintech & Payments expert Anna Maj leads Conversational AI in Banking           

course 
 
 
 
 
CFTE next launches:  
 

Payments in Digital Finance Specialisation: Since the moment humans began          
trading and exchanging value, payments have existed. Payments are a fundamental pillar to             
our economy and carry unique social importance. In a digital era, technological innovations             
have radically transformed the way value is exchanged, and with it came new concerns on               
security and data privacy and changes in regulation. CFTE is in the works to create a new                 
specialisation on all things on payments, providing content from top industry experts, for you              
and your skill progression. To stay updated on our newest course, email:            
admissio@cfte.education. 
 
 
Contact information: 
 
Christina Connell, christina@cfte.education 
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